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Banquet Friday To
Launch Fund Campaign

MISS PV CROWNED - Miss Nikki Torian is pictured
being officially crowned Miss Prairie View by President A. I.
Thomas.

A drive to raise $24 million
will be launched Friday night in
what is being described as The
Centennial Fund.
The occasion is Founders
Day Banquet scheduled to be
held at Stouffers Greenway
Plaza Hotel in Houston.
According to President A. I.
Thomas . the big event is
designed to honor nearly 250
charter members in The
Centennial Fund Campaign
who are contributing$ I000 and
above over the three year period
of the Drive.
Similarly honored are many
patrons who are contributing
$ I00 to the Fund at this time.

.. It is hoped that these and
other friends of the niversity
will join us later as Charter
Members:· Dr. Thomaysaid.
.. We are succeeding in our
efforts. and we now ask others
to join us in the success - the
success of ensuring that Prairie
Vi ew A&M continues to
produce productive people .. :·
The program will feature
several musical selections and
statem e nts of support to the
I und Campaign from representatives of the administration . student body. faculty.
alumni. the business commu·
nity and state government.

Parents Day Program
Campus favorites Selected Highlights Fund Campaign
The President's Campus
For '79 Yearbook Feature
The theme for the 11th
House.
Annual Parents Day was "The
A total of sixty students were
selected as campus-wide favorites in several categories to be
featured in the 1979 Panther
Yearbook. Members of the
student body submitted nominations for the special features.
Included among the categories are Most Beautiful and
Most Handsome. Most Curvaceous females. Most Together
Males. Most Friendly. and
Campus Flirts.
The entire group traveled via
charted bus to the Houston
area to pose for special photosin colorful and unique settings
for presentation in the
yearbook.

Students in the various
categorie are as follows:
MOST BEAUTIFUL Irene Carrizales. Tracy Davis.
Sharon Gamble. Fatrice Jackson. Cherrol Johnson. Yolanda
Morrow. Debra Norman. Hilda
Tezno. Nikki Torian. Barbara
Thompkins. Patricia Waiters.
Degie Young
MOST FR I ENDLY
Philip Alexander. Kathy Bigs·
by. Patricia Crenshaw. Chikita
Davis. Edwin Miles. Julis
Sheppard.
MOST CURA VECOUS Mona Ashford. Jackie Blackwell. Pamela Chew. Diuana
S<'t' I-A VO RITES. Pa~<' 2

Centennial Fund Drive. An
Opportunity to Insure Quality
for the present and future'.'
Sponsored by The Parents
and Guardians Association. the
annual event was held on
~unday. April 22 in The
I ieldhouse and Hobart Taylor
Hall. A reception was held at

Program participants included Dr. Dymple C. Cooksey.
l)r. Timothy Ashford. Rev. W.
Van Johnson. Ms . Kathy
Bigsby. Miss Pairie View. Dr.
Alvin J. Thomas. Dr. George
Stafford. Mr. Jerry Huston.
Mrs. Mary Clar~ and Ms. Delia
Hunt.

Black College Students
Promised Unique Involvement
Black college students will
enjoy a unique educational
experience at the National

MOST FRIENDLY - Students pictured above were selected by campus-wide voting for

y earbook Features as Most Friendly and Campus Flirts: they are, standing (L-R) Taunia Wiggs,
Julius Sheppard, Pat Crenshaw, Eugenia Dickson, Kathy Bigsby, ~ ickey Gaines, Chikita Davis;
seated: Philip Alexander, Renee Reed, Edwin Miles, Hedy Ratcliff.

Black United Fund"s Third
Annual Public Policy Conference. June 28th through July I.
I 'l7() in Boston. Massachusetts.
The conference theme is
··Public Policy and Economic
I >emocracy: Strategies for the
21st Century-Will the Black
masses of the African Diaspora
Survive'! "
Issues of merit to Black
Americans. involving economic
democracy. urban priorities.
culture and international coalitions with the brothers and
sisters of the Diaspora. will be
platformed in the 20 seminars
scheduled.
Leslie Harriman. Ambassador of Nigeria and chairman of
the l 1nited Nations Committee
1\gainst Apartheid. will keynote
the gala Awards Banquet on
June 29. 1979.
Minister Louis Farrakhan
will address the conveners at
the Conference Breakfast. June
J0th. and Congressman Parren
Mitchell will keynote the
Conference Luncheon. June
29th.

SUMMER SESSION
REGISTRATION
NOW thru JUNE .4-5
REGISTER EARLY

Commencement
Exercises May 6th
Commencement
exercises
are scheduled at the University
fieldhouse on May 6.
Approximately 500 seniors
and graduate students are
scheduled to receive degrees on
this occasion. Also several
Army and Navy ROTC
graduates will be commissioned.
Scheduled to address the
graduates is Francis A. Dennis.
Ambassador of Liberia to the
l 1nited States and Canada.
A native of Monrovia.
Liberia. Ambassador Dennis
was there and received his
Bachelor of Arts degree from
Liberia College now the
l 1niversity of Liberia in 1950.
He later matriculated to the
Louis Arthur Grimes School of
Law of the niversity and was
admitted to the Bar of
Montserrado County as an
Attorney in 1%5. In 1976. he
was qualified as a Counsellor of
Law by the Supreme Court of
Liberia. He is a member of the
London Institute of World
Affairs and a member of the
American Academy of Political
Science. He was awarded a

doctor of laws degree honoris
causa by Union College.
Barbourville. Kentucky.
Ambassador Dennis began
his service with the Liberia n

Ambassador Dennis
government as a Cadet in the
Bureau of Civil Service in 1943
while a student. He later served
as Clerk and finally Civil
Service Examiner. He served
for three years as a Councilman
~"" COMMENCEMENT. P. 3

Graduation Set For
Off-Campus Programs
Mrs. Dorothy R. Robinson
will speak to over 400 adult
graduates on May 16. at 7:30
p. m. in the Hobart Thomas
Taylor Building. Mrs. Robinson. a graduate of Prairie View
A&M University. is a member
of the Advisory Council for
Technical-Vocational Education for the state of Texas. She
is a prolific educator a nd
author of her most recent book.
nw Bell Ringl At Fuur.
May 16 will be the fifth year
that the Center has held an
activity of this nature for adult
students. Graduates of voca·
tional and academic education
will come from some ten
counties. receiving certificates
of completion in various
skills.
Faculty. staff and the

Mrs. Dorothy Robinson
community at large are invited
to this exercise.

Dr. E. W. Martin Named
Piper Professor of Year
Professor Edward W. Martin . head of the division of
natural sciences at the
university. has been selected a
Piper Professor of 1979.
Presented by the Minnie
Stevens Piper Foundations of
San Antonio; the award
includes a certificate attesting
to Dr. Martin's selection plus a
$ I SOO honorarium. The Piper
Foundation names ten college
and university professors to
receive the award each year.

Cummiskey. Ph.D .. St. Mary's;
Duane 0. Eberhardt. Ph. D..
Angelo State; Russell J. Long.
Ph.D .. Lamar; Sister M. G.
Schaeffer. Ph.D .. Pan America; A. Elizabeth Taylor. Ph.D ..
Texas Woman's; Dolores C.
Villarreal. M.A .. St. Phillips;
and Mary C. Wyllie, M.A ..
Alvin Community College.

Dr. Martin has been a
member of the biology and
natural science division since
1952. He is a 1950 graduate of
Fisk University and holds the
M.A. degree from Indiana
State and the Ph . D. from the
State University of Iowa.
Other 1979 Piper Professors
of 1979 include Henrietta H.
Avent, D. P.E .. Southwest
Texas State. Sister Alice A.
Coles. M.A .. Our Lady of the
Lake; Brother Charles J.

Dr. Edward Martin

Miss
PV
Pageant
April,
1979

I~
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LAWRENCE MARSHALL
CHEVROLET-OLDS., INC.
P. 0 . Box 983 -

Irhu,,

~F

OlOSMOBILE

Hempstead

Lawren<e Marshall proudly announ<es that Timothy
"Tim" lewis is a sales representative at lawren<e
Marshall Chevrolet-Olds., Inc.
Tim was born May 17, 1939, in
Washington County, near Chappell
Hill.
He is a graduate of Pickerd
High in Brenham, and Massey Business
College.
For eight and one-half
years, Tim was associated with Washington National Insurance Co., and is
now serving this community selling
automobiles.
In 1964, Tim married Johnnie
Mae Newsom. They are the parents
of two daughters, Monica and Atiquawa . Tim attends New Light Baptist
Church where he sings in the choir,
and with a group known ns the "Singing Assemblies."
Lawrence
Marsh all
ChevroletO lds. is pleased to have a man of this
outstanding character with our firm.
We invite you to stop by and visit,
if not for business, a cup of coffee.

"TIM"
LEWIS
TELEPHONE 826-2.4 11

HOUSTON .463-8.48.4

Journalism
Scholarships
Available

Extension Youth Camp
To Open On June 5th

Scholarships of up to $1.500
each await stud.ents who have
completed at least two years or
college and who are chosen to
receive Ralph McGill Scholarship awards.
Deadline for applications
is May 1st.
Jack Tarver. chairman of the
Ralph McGill Scholarship
Advisory Committee said the
scholarships are limited to
those who have completed at
least two years of college and
who have demonstrated a long
time interest in the news and
editorial phase of newspapering. Tarver said the scholarships are also limited to those
whose roots lie in the south.
To receive a scholarship.
applicants must convince the
awards committee that they
firmly intend to pursue a career
in daily or weekly newspapering. Tarver said the committee
wants to award scholarships
to those who are likely to
become leaders in the
newspaper field.
/\ letter of not more than 500
words telling why the applicant
wants a scholarship. together
with a photograph of the
applicants. must accompany
each application. Applicants
also must have a letter of
recommendation from a college
authority.
Application blanks may be
obtained from : The Ralph
McGill Scholarship Fund ; Box
-loX9; /\ tlanta. Georgia 30302.

B1•Arthur R. Lewis
Youth that qualify for the
Summer Food Program will be
eligible to attend the H. S.
Estelle Youth camp near
Huntsville. Texas. stated
Hoover Carden. administrator
of Prairie View Cooperative
Extension Program.
·
Boys and girls. ages 9- I 8. are
being recruited from the
following counties: Austin. Fort
Bend. Harris. Montgomery.
Wharton. Waller. and Washington.
Henry Miller. camp director.

Summer Comp

Jobs Available
With the end of the school
year getting closer each day it's
hard not to think about the
• coming summer. Oh for the
days when summer meant
going to camp instead of
finding a job. What a hassle to
have to work instead of
spending the days in the
out-of-doors. getting tan and
enjoying nature. Wait a
moment. The San Jacinto Girl
Scout Council has a way you
can enjoy a summer outdoors
and make some money too.
Spend this summer working at
one of their four beautiful
camps.
Positions are still available
for waterfront staff (must have
Water Safety Instructor or
Advanced Life Saving credentials). Food Specialists. nurses.
assistant cooks and program
assistants. If you would like
more information on how you
can spend the summer soaking
up sun. ll)aking some money.
and not. to be overlooked.
making this a memorable
summer for a lot of girls.
contact San Jacinto Girl Scouts
at 1902 Commonwealth. Houston. Texas. 523-7315 (outside of
Houston call toll free I -800392-4340).
LADY ELECTED TO
TEXAS LEG ISLA TUR£
The first woman elected to
the Texas Legislature was
Edith Eunice Therrel Wilmans.
Active in women ' s political
organizations and a member of
the Bar. she was elected to the
Thirty-eighth Texas Legislature
in 1922 . She serv ed only one
term and twice ran unsuccessfully for governor.

stated that camp will officially
begin June 5 and continue
through August 11 . Mr. Miller
will be the supervisor of the
camp. along with other
personnel and staff members to
give youth the necessary
guidance and instruction in
activities such as nature study.
swimming. woodwork. sewing.
and archery.
For more information. please
contact Henry Miller or Donnie
Pennywell. camp recruiting
coordinator . at 857- 2027 . or
come by the Extension office.

Symphonic Band Performs
In Austin, Corpus Christi
of Del Mar College and the
University of Corpus Christi as
part of their educational
experience on this trip.

The Prairie View A&M
University Symphonic band
under the direction of Dr.
Lucius R. Wyatt presented
concerts recently in Austin and
in Corpus Christi. Texas. Both
concerts were received well by
audiences in these cities.
In /\ ustin the Symphonic
Band played before an
enthusiastic audience on
March 23rd at Huston-Tillotson College. Robert Washington. Gregory Guillory. Trumpets. and Cheryl Malone. Flute.
were featured soloists with the
band . In the afternoon the
members of the Symphonic
Band visited the Music
Department of the University
of Texas where they heard the
University of Texas Wind
Ensemble and the UT
Symphonic Band in rehearsals.
Both organizations are under
the direction of Dr. Thomas
Lee.
1n Corpus Christi the
Symphonic Band performed in
concert on May I st at the West
Oso High School. The members
of the Symphonic Band also
visited the Music Departments

Commencement
CONTINUED.from Page I
of the City Corporation of
Careysburg, his home town.
Transferring to the Department of State in I 953. he served
as Administrative Officer until
his first foreign service
assignm e nt in 1955. when he
was assigned as Second
Secretary to th e Liberian
Embassy in Paris. France.
Other positions he has held in
the Foreign Service include
First Secretary. Consul and
Counsellor at the Liberian
Embassy in Washington. D.C..
Charge d' Affaires. Permanent
Mission of Liberia to the
United Nations and Counsellor
at the Liberian Embassy in
London.
He is married to the former
Evangeline B. Morris and they
have four children: Francis Jr..
Florence. Beryl and Baromi.

24-HOUR SELF SERVICE
at

HEMPSTEAD WASHATERIA
TOP LOADING SPEED QUEEN

and
DOUBLE-LOAD PHILCO BENDIX MACHINES
Next Door to Pick & Pay Food Market
Hempstead, Texas

YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED

Tlnsley's
Chicken
and

Rolls
HWY 290
•
Hempstead, Texas
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College of Business
Makes Monthly Tours
On April 18. 1979. the
College of Business, students
departed Hobart Taylor Hall
enroute to Houston. There were
19 students and two instructors
to visit Texas Eastern Transmission Corporation and Tenneco Oil Company. We toured
the word processing and mailing centers. reprographics.
records management. and
other various departments

FavoritescoNTINuEo.rrom Page I
Greenleaf. Georgette Hubbard,
Vera Lewis, Brenda Tezeno,
Debbie Sam. Sanquenetta
Williams. Darla Woods.

throughout the companies. As
an extra added interest. the
students also visited the
Museum of Fine Arts.
To say the least. the trip to
Houston was an illuminating
and informative experience for
the students; we hope that in
the future. many more trips will
be planned for interested
business majors.
Reported by: Petry) Jackson

CAMPUS FLIRTS-Naomi

Barrett. Beatrice Clark. Eugen ia Dickson. Rickey Gaines,
Bryon Lewis. Hal Lewis.
MOST HANDSOME -

Algie Armstead, Kevin Bush,
Sherman Charles. Dennis
Harris. Vincent Jeffries. Harold
Norfleet. Charles Paige. Victor
Powell. Dwayne Revis. Robert
Sandling. Kenneth Vincent.
Jerry Williams.

Governor Clements Proclaims -

SPECIAL CATEGORY-

Clean Air Week-April 30-May 6
Governor William P. Clements has proclaimed April
30-May 6 Clean Air Week in
Texas. focusing attention upon
air pollution caused by
automobiles.
Motor vehicles are the source
of some 35 percent of the
annual non-methane hydrocarbon emissions in Texas and
also a major source of other air
contaminants.
To hightlight the State's

efforts through the Texas Air
Control Board (TACB) for a
pollution-free atmosphere. the
Governor's proclamation calls
upon all Texans to become
better informed on the hazards
and remedies for air pollution
and says in part:
"The air we breathe belongs
to all our citizens. and the
quality of the environment
affects the health and
well-being of everyone.

H.OME ECONO~CS SEMINAR - Dr. Cherry of the Houstonian Clinic is pidared
lectunng to a group m Home Economics.

JoAnn Alderson. Beverly Allen.
Sharon Brown. Shannon Denn is. Cheryl Hackett. James
Hawthorne. Michael Hearn.
Eddie Henderson. Brett Horn,
Mich_ael Long. Jerry Math_is.
Beatnce Moore, Hedy Ratchff,
Jill Stewart. Vanessa Taylor.

Eta Gamma Chapter of Ye;, in Southwest Region Ro~3/;

0

~~G~;r;E;ig~
Rickey Arnie. Walter Dean.
Randall Gray. James Hawthorne. Clarence Jones. Elliott
Kerl. Carl Mason. Emmanuel
Moma!. Alvice Prince, Craig
Sargeant. Frederick Wells.

The brothers of the Eta
Gamma Chapter of Alpha Phi Kerl. Charles Page. Egbert also like to thank the Alpha
Angels for their support and for
Alpha Fraternity, Inc. returned Powell. Marco Rolle. Joseph
recently from their Regional Sanford. Benny Smith. Dano- accompanying us on our
Convention in New Orleans. van Turnquest. and Jimmy journey forever upwards.
Jimmy W. Williams
Louisiana on April 12-14 with Williams. The Brothers would
the honor of being chosen the
Outstanding Chapter in the
Southwest Region. The Southwest Region is compresed of 48
different chapters from Oklahoma. Arkansas . Louisiana
Neighborhood will be given and Texas . This is the third
$ I 500 and will continue to
time in as many years that Eta
receive additional funds annuGamma has been chosen
ally. The funds will be used for
"Chapter of the Year" in the
general utilities. interior work.
Southwest Region.
painting and beautification
Other awards received by the
maintenance
Eta Gamma Chapter were:
The supervising agent in Lee
Chapter with the Highest
County is Cheryl Walker and
Academic Average. Brother
Doris Burns is program aide.
with the highest Academic
Average. Brother Phillip Alexander. Brother of the Year.
ElliQtt Kerl. and the "Scrapbook Award'.' The brothers also
received praise for their
precision steps in the stomp
competition.
The demand for summer
At this time. the brothers of
workers is the largest in a Eta Gamma should all be
recognized for their participation in helping Eta Gamma and
Prairie View be known
nationwide. The brothers of the
SCENE FROM THE RECENT ANNUAL BANQUET FOR HONOR STUDENTS.
Eta Gamma are: Phillip
Alexander. Garry Cheeks.
Philip Dordett. Dawson Ferguson . Lawrence Fryer. Andre'
I ryer. Rickey Gaines. Wilfred
Glass. Michael Jackson. Elliott

Neighbor Improvement
Program Gets Charter
Bv Dr. Emerson Sanden,
Th:! Neighborhood Improvement phase of the Prairie View
A&M Cooperative Extension
Program is pleased to
announce that the Post Oak
Neighborhood of Lee County
recently received a charter for
their neighborhood improvement center.
The center. which is located
at an old school on four acres of
land. will be used to conduct
neighborhood meetings. recreation activities and training
workshops.
Since the center has become
organized and the charter has
been received. the Post Oak

Summer Job
Hopes Best for
Office Workers

Greyhound's
quick cure for
the book blues.
The book blues. It's those sleepless nights with visions of
exams, pop tests and required reading dancing through your
head. They µst won't go away.
But you can ... with Greyhound. Take off this weekend, visit
your family, see your friends .. .,-isl get out of town and leave the
book blues behind. It doesn't cost much and it'll do you a world
ol good.
So, if you've got the book blues, get on a Greyhound and
split. It's a quick cure for what ails you.

To

One-Way Round-Trip

Houston
Galveston
Beoumont

3.60
7:35
10:00

Port Arthur
10.55
Dallas-Ft. Worth 15 .05

b.85
14 .00
19 .00

20.05
28.00
Ask your agent about additional
(Prices subject

Greyhound Agent
DONALD SOWELL

Depart

1:~0p.m.
2,50 p.m.
12:55 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
2:45 p.m.
10:00o.m.
or 1,30 p.m.
8:50p.m.
1:30p.m.
5:55 p.m.
1,35p.m.
7,35 p.m.
departures and return trips
to choge)

Address
PRAIRIE VIEW BUS STATION

--- ~ ---- GO GREYHOUND
--="

Arrive

Phone

857-3509

number of years according to
Manpower. Inc .. the world's
largest temporary help service.
The company is presently
seeking .1:-.000 people to fill
assignments in business. industry
and
government
throughout the United States.
Special efforts are underway
to recruit college students and
vacationing teachers. particularly those with office and
secreta ria I skills.
According to Mitchell S.
I romstein. Manpower president. the company plans
summer hiring at levels 20%
higher than last year. He said
Manpower needed people for
nearly all kinds of work. but
"those possessing office skills
- typing. shorthand. bookkeeping. and office machine
operation - will have the best
opportunity:·
The courts have been trying
to define obscenity. The
definition is simple.
Obscene: Sl 7 billion spent
annually on cats and dogs. Letter from a reader.

MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE

If you are enrolled in or have been accepted for admission to
study Medicine/Osteopathy or Optometry, you may be eligible
for a United States Navy Health Professions Scholarship.
SCHOLARSHIP PROVISIONS. Four years (two for Optometry)
of full tuition, books, fees and other equipment will be paid by
the Navy. You will receive $400 per month in addition to a
larger sum for one months programmed professional adive duty
training each year.
ACTIVE DUTY OBLIGATION. You will serve one year on adive
duty in the Navy as a commissioned officer for each year of
participation in the program with a three-year minimum.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

FRANK (Doc) WATERS
Medical Programs Officer
1121 Walker St., 9th floor

Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 224-5897 / 5898

FOUR
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We Called Her V. J.

EDITORIAL
Our Alma Mater
Jo A1111 Alderson, co-editor

"Dear Prairie View, our song to thee we raise,
In gratitude we sing hymn of praise:•
These words were written by
O. Anderson Fuller. They are
followed by ten other lines in
the Prairie View A&M
University Alma Mater. My
question to you is that, "Do you
khow PV's Alma Mater?"
I have asked this question to
several students and all that I
asked. they failed to give me the
correct answer. Some repied. "I
don't know the song" and when
I asked why. they said.
"because I never knew it was
important to learn:· Others
stated. "because I've never had
time to let it register in my
mind:' But one young lady
added. "I don't know the song
and I don't think it is anyones
fault but mine:· but she
admitted that she only

remembered it once and that
was in one of her basic classes.

Whether or not you think
the Alma Mater is not
important to learn or do not let
it register in your mind. it still
lthe Alma Mater) has a
reflection on you. That
reflection is first. because you
are a Prairie View student and
HONORED - Dean E. A. Greaux, College of Engineering
you are representing PV and was honored by students at the Engineering Banquet. He was
secondly. because someday you presented with the portrait of himseU during the occasion.
will become a Prairie View
graduate and being a PV
student and graduate should
mean something in itself.
because PVAMLI is going into
The Career 1-estival was held
program. which recognized
its second century and when on April 20-21 in the New Gym.
parents as an inspiration to
something is going into its The I- reshmen Class officers
their children. There were
second century then you know and council members participseveral parents . who were
it is well established.
pated in the festival. by
nominated by their sons and
registering and encouraging
daughters . and selected by a
future I reshmen. who are
committee as "Parents of the
AKA Wants To Know interested in attending Prairie
) ear:· The Freshmen sponsors.
View in the I all of 1979. There
Mr. Samuel Montgomery of the
were various departments
Hegistrar Dept. and Prof.
represented. which gave the
William Chapman of the
Lately there have been basic principles as a founda- student an opportunity to
English Dept. have guided the
articles appearing in "The tion. These people had the
inquire about a field of
I reshmen Class in a most
Panther" on Greek letter foresight to see the necessity of
academics. they desire to
relevant manner. to become
Organizations. It seems as unity. without unity. the Black
endeavor. I urthermore. the
involved. to communicate. and
though the primary goal of community is doomed. All of
I reshmen Class has contribustrive to stimulate good results
these articles has been to our advancements have not
ted a significant amount of from initiative.
degrade these organizations been alone. but as a group. Our
funds to the All Faiths Chapel
and their members.
sororities and fraternities
Famed pianist Harry Lavan
and they will continue to
Let me put into focus the support such groups as support the worthy cause until
(Van) Cliburn of Kilgore
"roots" of our Greek letter NAACP. Job Corps. United the goal of $50.CXXJ.00 has been
became the first musician in
organizations. or as better Negro College f'und. Llnited achieved.
history to be given a New York
known Fraternities and Sorori- Council of Negro Women.
City ticker tape parade when he
ties. They originated as an idea Reading is Fundamental and
In addition. the Freshmen
returned from Russia in 19S8
by their various founders as a other various important service were also evident at the
after winning the International
organizations.
and
all
sponsor
means of giving Blacks the
Eleventh Annual Parent's Day
Tschaikovsky Competition.
opportunity to belong to a their own projects to aid in
fraternal organization. Since community service.
during this particular period in
So. the question which is
our history. Blacks were not being raised is "Why do Blacks
allowed the priviledge of insist on having negative
obtaining membership in the feelings toward organizations
White fraternal organizations. which are for the benefit of the
The first retrospective exhithis was in the early I 900's. So.
Black race. to instill pride and
must not forget that we still bition of the work of pioneer
our Black forefathers deemed it accomplishment in our people.
need unity and brotherhood American abstractionist Patnecessary to be able to make us to let them know that they can
first class citizens with first and do belong to a first class although we have come a long rick Henry Bruce (1881-1936)
way. We need to put an end to will open May 31 at The
organization:·
class objectives and goals.
The sororities and fraterniThis is not to say that Greeks putting down organizations Museum of Fine Arts. Houston.
which are for the benefit of our The show is being organized by
ties were establishd to promote are perfect. we are only human.
scholarship. brotherhood. and but we must be given a chance society. Because no matter MFA Director William C.
community service. all sorori- to perform before we are what you possess. or where you /\gee. whose interest in Bruce
ties and fraternities have these criticized. We as young Black are. one thing remains. you are began during the preparation
BLACK. and nothing can of his J)·11clm,111iM and Color
change this. You will be looked l'r111ci11le., i11 A111eric1111 Paint·
upon as Black first. then a 111i:: /\I /11· l'J.?IJ exhibition at M .
Published Bi-Weekly in the Interest of a Greater Prairie '11an. So be proud of the Black Knoedler and Co.. New York.
View A: and M. University. The PANTHER serves as the race and all the people and in I %5. After it closes in
institutions which have been Houston on July 29. the Bruce
voice of Pantherland.
created for the enrichment of a show will travel to The Museum
Prairie View A&M University is open to all, regardless culture and a people which are of Modern Art in New York
vast becoming extinct. or better and to the Virginia Museum of
of race, color, religion, or national origin.
yet. "WHITEWASHED:·
I ine Arts. where Bruce grew up
By: Beatrice Moore and studied art.
Co-Enrroas ..:.--.. ·················· .. JoAnn Alderson, Cheryl Hackett
REroRTERS .. ,.... -.................. -......... Hedy Ratcliff, Beatrice Moore
CLERICAL STAFF ................ Shannon Dennis, Vanessa Taylor,
(Gloria Perez)
SPORTS _,. .........-............................... Michael Hearn, Jerry Mathis,
Gentle and Kind as humble as the wind
Bennie Brown
A Mother has a everlasting love that will never end.
PHOTOGRAPHERS .................... Paris Kincade, Robert Sandling, She guides and informs us of whats wrong and right,
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Mother's Day will always be honored, forever there will be
someone to care.
Mother's Day will always be honored, with open hearts and
precious smiles everywhere.
By H. Ratcliff

Sometimes in moments of
reflections we try to visualize
what life would be like without
a trusted colleague and friend.
After a while a friend at work
becomes almost an extention
of a collective purpose. And if
that colleague becomes de~ply
involved in the life of the Job.
the job becomes almost an
extention of that life. The
Department has Jost such a
friend and worker.
The official roster. in the
cold and impersonal way that
rosters have of reducing
humanity. called her a
secretary. We called her.
whenever we could. the
manager of our office. When
we had to make a stand before
strangers. we called her Miss
Gillum. But when we were in
the quiet or boisterous privacy
of our own little cirlce we called
her V. J. We call her this not
out of disrespect. but rather
out of the inner trust and faith
that arose between people who
have learned to love and respect
each other. The seven years she
spent in the History shop will
be fond in our memory.
She knew how to smile. and
she knew how to laugh with a
catagion that spread warmth
all around. She knew how to
work. and took pride in it. She

Prairie View Grad
Promoted to
Refugio Office
Billy R. Coleman. a 1962
Graduate of Prairie View, has
been promoted to County
Supervisor. Farmers Home
Administration in Refugio.
Texas. Coleman was promoted,
by W. H. Pieratt. State Director
of LISDA. Farmers Home
Administration. Coleman will
be headquartered in Refugio
County where he will be

SeeCOLEMAN,Page5

.........

'

Verna L. Gillum
was proud of her job and proud
of the dignity of our standing as
a discipline in the University.
The students loved and
confided in her and cried on
her shoulder when they needed
comfort. We will miss her.
But we take comfort in that
all knowing providence which
does all things well. She was
vulnerable. as we all ai-e; defenseless before the vissitudes
of this life. God in his infinite
wisdom has seen fit to take
her from us. And so we share
with this family a deep lost.
beyond words and beyond
tears. But we are consoled that
to go in early. closes the door to
pain. hurt and sorrow. We
dedicate our lives to her best
counsels and wisdom. For she
was wise beyond her years. She
would want us to console you
with this:
"PRAYER IN ADVERSITY"
Keep me from bitterness. It
is so easy to nurse sharp bitter
thoughts each dull dark
hour.
And against self-pity O man of
sorrows defend me
With thy deep sweetness and
thy gentle power
And out of all this hurt and
pain and heartache
Help me to harvest a new
sympathy for human kind;
A wiser pity for those who lift a
heaviei; rro~ with thee

BRANNAN'$
MEATS OF QUALITY
2200 Cherry

Waller

-Schwarz Inc.
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WARD'S PHARMACY
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Co le man-

Garry Cheeks

Philip Dorsett

Dawson Ferguson

Joseph Sanford

Eta Gamma Recognizes Graduates
The Eta Gamma Chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Incorporated wish to acknowledge the brothers who will be
departing Prairie View A&M
University and go on to bigger
and better career opportunities.
These brothers are: Brother
Garry Cheeks. Brother Philip
Dorsett. Brother Dawson
Ferguson. and Brother Joseph
Sanford.
Brother Garry Cheeks from

Houston. Texas will receive his
Bachelor of Science Degree in
Electrical Engineering. He
became a member of the Eta
Gamma Chapter in the fall of
1976. on the line known as the
"Six Iron Horsemen:• Brother
Cheeks served as recording
secretary.
Brother Philip Dorsett. a
native of Nassau. Bahamas will
receive his bachelors degree in
Fine Arts. He became a

ACT Proficiency Exam
Program Set By PV
Prairie View A&M University has announced participation in the ACT Proficinecy
Examination Program (ACT
PEP). a service that is designed
to make it possible for
individuals to obtain college
course credit on the basis oftest
scores.
The national program features 44 college- level proficiency examps based on specific
course
requ irments and
covering a broad range of subject aras. including arts and
sciences. business, criminal
justice. education and nursing.
The tests that are offered
at the University were selected
specifically for graduates of
diploma nursing programs.
Applicants who pass the
examinations will eaTn 30
semester hours of college
credit. This credit will qualify
applicants. who completedtheir nursing education in
diploma schools. for admission
into the non-traditional baccalaureate degree in nursing
program at the University.
Examinations 424. 453. 474.
475. 527. 528 and 576 of the
ACT PEP tests have been
designated as those that qualify
for granting of credit at Prairie
View A&M University. according to Dr. Jewellean Mangaroo.
Dean College of Nursing.
According to Dr. Mangaroo.
the faculty is currently
researching other examinations
for the possibility of granting
credit toward the Bachelor of
Science Degree in Nursing.
Anyone interested in taking
these examinations to obtain
course credit at Prairie View
A&M University should contact Carl E. Settles. Ph.D..
Counseling Services. telephone
(713) 857-2118 or Ruthie L.
Hebert. R.N .. Project Director.
Non-Traditional Baccalaureate
Degree in Nursing Pr?gra_m.
Prairie View A&M University.
2600 Southwest Freeway Suite
600; Houston. Texas 77098.
telephone (713) 522-1688.
The examinations will be
offered at the College of
Nursing located at 2600
Southwest Freeway. Suite 600
Houston. Texas. The testing
dates are August 2-3. 1979.
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member of the Eta Gamma
Chapter in the Spring of 1977,
on the line known as the
"Dynamic Duo:· Brother
Dorsett served as President of
the chapter.
Brother Dawson Ferguson. a
native of Nassau. Bahamas will
receive his Bachelor Degree in
Accounting. He became a
member of the Eta Gamma
Chapter m the fall of 1977. on
the line known as the "Nascent
Eight:' Brother Ferguson
served as treasurer of the
chapter.

Brother Joseph Sanford. a
native of Dallas. Texas will
receive his Bachelor Degree in
Each of the ACTPEP tests History. He became a member
has a companion "Study of the Eta Gamma Chapter in
Guide" that is available to the fall of 1977. on the line
prospective candidates without known as the "Nascent Eight:·
charge. These guides describe Brother Sanford served as
the total scope of the tests and historian for the Chapter.
include suggestions about how
Eta Gamma is truly proud of
a person should prepare for the the accomplishments made by
test. Copies may be obtained by these brothers during their stay
writing the College of Nursing at Prairie View. And we wish
or: ACT PEP Coordinator. P. them the sincerest luck in the
O. Box I 68. Iowa City. Iowa years ahead.
s22-m.
Jimmy W. Williams
The proficiency examinations featured in the ACT PEP
were developed by the
University of the State of New
York and have . been used
extensively for more than a
decade as part of two widely
respected statewide credit-by·
examination and external de·
gree programs in New York.

Minority Enrollment
In Colleges Up;
Total Decline
Total enrollment at state
universities and land-grant
colleges has dropped four
percent in the current academic
year according to results ofa
new national survey.
The survey. conducted by the
National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges (NASULGCl. reveals
that overall enrollment at state
and land-grant universities
dipped form 3.362.846 in· I 977
to 3.231.948 in the fall of 1978.
a four percent decline.
The survey covered 354
campuses of the nation's
principal state universities and
of land-grant colleges. These
institutions enroll approximately 30 percent of all
students attending U.S. institutions of higher education.
, The new enrollment report.
compiled by the Association's
Office of Communications
Services (OCS). also shows that
minority students comprised
IS.I percent of the total 1978
fall enrollment compared with
I 5.2 percent in 1976. The
Office conducts a minority
enrollment survey biennially.
See MINORITY, Page 6

Freshman of The Month

coNnNuEv from Page 4
Kelvin Bush is the Freshman
working with rural families in
housing. supervised credit loan of the Month. He is a native of
making and other agency Houston. Texas where he
activities in Refugio and attended James Madison Sr.
High School. While in High
Aransas Counties.
Coleman received his Bache- School. Kelvin participated in
lor's Degree in Business many extracurricular activities
Administration and a Master's and outstanding organizations.
Degree in Agricultural Educa- He was an excellent athlete and
an
accomplished
artist.
tion in I972 from Prairie View.
He has done graduate work at Whereby. he received the
the University of Houston and "Golden Key" award from the
Foley's Art Contest. Indeed.
Texas Southern University.
Billy's wife. Jeanette. is a Kelvin's past involvements
VOE Teacher at Be\aire High exemplify. why he is a n
School. She is also a Prairie individual of assertiveness and
diligence.
View graduate.
Coleman joined FmHA in
Presently. Kelvin is a
1975 as an Assistant County Mechanical Engineering major
Supervisor in Corpus Christi and a Math minor at Prairie
where he was a member of the View. He is currently a member
Corpus Christi Planning Com- of the Holley Hall Council
mission and Human Relations Yearbook Staff. and the
Commission and other organi- A.S.M.E. Society. His interests
zations.
are football. basketball. and
He is the son of Mrs. Thelma commercial art. Kelvin stated
Jefferson of Wharton. Texas.
that the knowledge and skill. he
is receiving from the educators
at Prairie View. will benefit him
enormously. by enabling him to
pursue his ambition of

Kelvin Bush
becoming a Mechanical Design
Engineer.
We the Freshmen class and
others are extremely honored to
have a gentleman of his creative
ability and aptitude in our
class. Kelvin. we wish you mcuh
happiness and success for a
most productive future.
Reporter. Hedy Ratcliff

Energy Extension
Continues to Progress

MISS CONGENIALITYSharol Faye Johnson was
awarded the title at the
recent Miss Prairie View
Pageant.

By N('a/ !Jai11('s
The Prairie View Energy
Extension Program continues
to provide education on
least-cost energy conservation
techniques that can be easily
implemented in and around
the home. according to
program specialist. Neal
Baines.
The program is geared to
provide services on energy
conservation mainly to limitedresource families in five

different counties surrounding
Prairie View.
In preparing meals. a
housewife can cook more than
one meal at a time and be
energy efficient. This involves
utilizing energy efficient cook·
ing utensils. such as aluminum
utensils that do not acquire
much gas or electricity to heat.
Many easily implemented
energy conservation techniques
can assist in lowering the cost
of horn!' utilities.
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Epsilon Pi Tau lnitiatl"on and Banquet
The Beta Iota Chapter of
Epsilon Pi Tau. Inc. held the
Annual Initiation and Founder's Day Banquet on Campus
March 24. 1979 in the Hotel
Conference Room and Memoria I Center Ballroom respectively. The 1979 initiates
included 12 Prairie View
students and four alumni
members.
The guest speaker was Mr.
Johnnie 8. Whiteley. President
of the Houston Community
College. Mr. Whiteley is a

Minority CONTINUED from Page 5
Black students. representing
the largest minority group.
comprised 7.3 percent of total
1978 enrollment at state and
land-grant universities. Nonresident alien students made up
2. 9 percent. Asian or Pacific
Islander students represented
2.-1 percent. Hispanic students
accounted for 2.1 percent and
American Indian or Alsakan
Native students made up .5
percent.

Dr. A. I. Thomu
Chapter Trustee
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Laureate member and serves as
a part-time instructor in the
College of Industrial Education
and Technology.

and his students prepared the
meal and the theme this year

was American Cuisine
"Meltini? Pot:·

You may not know what an
M.8.A. is ... but chances are
when you leave school you'll
encounter the term everywhere.

Two students recei;ed a wards from Dr. S. R. Collins.
Carl Platt received the
Scholarship Award and Obediah C. Nylander was given the
Service Award.
Miss Cecilia Adams. the
1978 Sweetheart presented
Miss Joan M. Johnson the
Sweetheart Cup. Miss Johnson
will serve as the Sweetheart
until the Fall Semester of 1979.
Dr. Alvin I. Thomas serves as
the Chapter Trustee. The
Chapter also has three
Co-trustees: Dr. S. R. Collins.
Mrs. Myrtle Tompkins. and
Dr. Charles T. Edwarcis. Jr.
Dr. David Kirkpatrick was
the toastmaster and a number
of students participated on the
program. Miss Ingrid Proctor
gave the occasion. Mr. Donald
Gamble. introduced the initiation team. and Mr. Carl Platt
introduced the 1979 initiates.
Mr. J. R. Battle of the
Commercial Foods Depai;tment

Mr. J. B. Whiteley, guest
speaker, as Dr. D. Kirkpatrick, toastmaster, looks on.

Ever Think About
An MBA

MISS CECILIA ADAMS - 1978 Sweetheart presents to
the 1979 Sweetheart Miss Joan M. Johnson the Sweetheart
Cup.

Mr. Obediah C. Nylander expresses thanks and
appreciation for his service award. Dr. S. R. Collins looks on.

Mr. Carl Platt shows his
schoalrship award. Dr. S. R.
Collins made the present•·
tion.

By "everywhere" we mean
corporations.
engineering
firms. hospitals. government
agencies. art centers. educational institutions. management consulting firms. urban
renewal programs. unions.
foundations . . . just about
every type of organization you
can imagine.
In short. M.B.A. means
management. Whether you're
majoring in arts. music.
political science sociology.
engineering. science. graduate
management education. mass
communication ... leading to
the Master of Business
Administration degree ... is an
alternative you should consider.
Management is the common
element in all successful
organizations throughout the
public and private sectors.
Whether you're a planner or an
implementer. whether you're
running a profit-making business. government agency. or
social service organization. you
need more than just good ideas
or strong ideals. To be effective
as a manager in a
corporation. hospital. engineering firm. the government.
or art center - you need
organizational skills. You must
raise money. meet budgets.
identify problems. make decisions. keep things running on
schedule. and motivate others
to accomplish your goals.
Management is the key word.
An M.B .A. prepares men
and women for careers in
management.
Undergraduate preparation
in business is not required for
admission to graduate school.
In fact. the College of Business
at Prairie View A&M University and other graduate schools
actively recruiting undergraduates from such diverse majors
as political science. psychology.
engineering. biology. government . history. mathematics.
physics. education. computer
science . . . and on and on.
Why'? Simply because. with all
the career possibilities open to
M . B. A.'s almost any undergraduate study in management.
For example. one of the most

Summer Faculty Positions
The 1979 Initiation team (left to right) Norris Williams, Ingrid Proctor, D. L. Lindley, Carl
Platt, Obediah C. Nylander, Karline Hill and S. R. Collins.

The 1979 Iaitia~s - Beta Iota Chapter, Epsilon Pi Tau, Inc.

The Northwest and Alaska
Fisheries Center (United States
Department of Commerce) has
instituted a program that
involves recruiting minority
professors to do research in
Seattle, Washington during the
summer months.
The program has purposes
where t he professors will earn a
salary during the summer,
obtain knowledge in fisheries
r esearch, and, over all,
prepared themselves with
information so that they may
return to their respective
colleges or universities to either
encourage the faculty to
include in the curriculum
subjects to graduate persons to
become fishery biologists or any
of the allied fields in fisheries
research.
The job openings for this
summer's program are as
follows: Biologist or Zoologist
(with statistical background);
Economic or Agricultural

Economist; Analytical Chemist; Mathematician (statistically
orientated); English professor
with capabilities in editing and
proof reading of manuscripts.
Professors who are interested
should contact the Division of
Career Education and Placement Center for applications or
write to the following address:
U.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic &
Atmospheric Administration;
National Marine Fisheries
Service, Northwest & Alaska
Fisheries Center; 2725 Montlake Boulevard East, Seattle,
Washington 98112. Phone(206)
442-4786.
Corsicana (Navarro County)
was the first Texas city to use
natural gas for fuel and
lighting. It was also the first
city to use crude oil as fuel for
locomotives and as a road
building material.

sought after individuals in
recent years has been the
engineer/ M.B.A..
possessing
both technical expertise and
general managerial skills.
Another exam pie is the
combination B. A. in arts/M.B. A. . . . many of these
individuals go on from
business school to management
museums and centers for the
performing arts. Still a third
example is the undergraduate
major in education/ M.B.A ....
many with this combination go
on to managerial careers in
education. from urban school
districts to colleges and
universities.
To accommodate the diverse
backgrounds. interests and
goals of their students.
graduate programs of business
are flexible. Students are given
wide latitude to tailor a
program to
meet their
particular interest and experiences. On occasion. M.B.A.'s
design their own programs.
This flexibility and diversity
characterizes the kinds of
cou rses you'll be taking at
Prairie View A&M University.
You will study courses in
human behavior in macro-and
micro-economics. managerial
accounting. statistical analysis.
finance and organizational
behavior. Clearly. the emphasis
is on an interdisciplinary
approach to management
education. and one that
contains a certain degree of
quantitative orientation.
It is not surprising to hear
M.B.A.'s talk at length about
the stimulating nature of their
educatienal experience. The
mix of M.B.A. students varies
in terms of age. sex. nationality.
and ethnic background. It is
not uncommon to find upwards
of one-fifth of the student body
from foreign countries. You'll
also have the advantage of
mixing with students who have
had work or military experience
before entering graduate
school. And recently there has
been an influx of women into
M.B.A. programs. a reflection
of increased managerial career
opportunities. You'll have
opportunities to interact with
students from diverse backgrounds in a variety of settings.
such as simulation exercises.
role playing. management
games. team projects. case
studies. and field trips. And
this interaction extends beyond
the classroom
as
well.
Work-study projects and student management consulting
with communities and businesses. for example, give
students added opportunities to
apply their skills in actual
situations.
In sum. the M.B.A. offers a
flexible educational alternative
applicable to a broad range of
individuals with a wide variety
of career objectives. The
competition is top-notch and
will require strong motivation
and commitment to a rigorous
program of study.
More than 150 students are
enrolled on the M.B.A.
program at Prairie View A&M
University in the College of
Business. Join this diverse
student body by enrolling for
an M.B.A., the degree of the
future.
Further information may be
obtained from the College of
Business, Graduate School or
the Office of Admission.
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Now comes Miller time.
(--

"' 1977 Miller Brewing Co , Milwaukee. Wis.
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PR's and Capers

Together. forever . we are View Student body joined us in
family. On April 6. 1979. one of this gala affair.
the greatest events sponsored
On Saturday. April 7. our
by the P R's and CAPERS was picnic was held at Memorial
held. our banquet and ball. It Park. Due to the weather we
was held at Wyatt's Cafeteria had to move to an indoor place.
on Little York in the We went to the home of Cpt.
banquet room. Approximately M. E. Price. our sponsor. who is
I oO persons attended. Among always by our side. There we
the guests were the Cadre.
had a great time. in spite of the
parents. friends. and members weather.
of the Prairie View faculty. It
We should like to thank all
was a joyful extravaganza. Col.
those who experienced this
E. Morgan. the professor of weekend with us for truly it is a
military science. delivered a weekend never to be forgotten.
motivating speech. He gave us
We give special thanks to our
his full support in the coming sponsor. Cpt. M. E. Price.
EASTER EGG HUNT - Cub Scouts and sponsors pose for
year. Col. Morgan presented
Without his leadership abilities
two awards. one to the P/ R's
we may have been lost. He was photo during gala Easter Egg Hunts sponsored by the Local
for their outstanding services
Pamela Shields
with us through thick and thin. chapter.
When everyone else turned
Pageant in Fort Worth. Texas during this academic year ;
accepted by Ronald Young.
their backs to us Cpt. Price was
on May I . 1979.
and the other to the Capers for
there. He has been more than a
Congratulations to Pamela
their outstanding service dur- guardian or a brother; he has
from all the J\ ngels of Alpha
ing this academic year accepted
been our Capt. Price. the only
Phi Alpha. and good luck in
Too long has the student dean of pledgees . Debra
by Debora A. Thomas . Col.
one of his kind. Without God body of Prairie View J\&M Melrose; assistant dean of
Fort Worth.
Morgan also showed his
we could have done nothing. University been deceived by pledgees. Paula Waites: treaEsther Thompson. Reporter
appreciation by presenting a
Therefore. we thank God for misinterpretation of what Club surer. Charlotte Bald win ;
rifle to the P R' s. It was
sending us Cpt. Morris E. Pantherette is . therefore the assistant treasurer. Jan ice
accepted by Frank Thomas.
Price.
outline is in order to clarify Harris; committee chairmen.
who
in
turn
gave
a
Reporter. Caper Sweetcake e xactly what CLUB PANTH- Rosalind Winfrey. Deirdra
demonstration of his rifl e
Dixon ; chaplain. Elona MahoERETTE is really all about.
twirling skills. Many othe r
Club Pantherette is a movinl! ney: assistant chaplain. Katy
awards were given away by the
and magnificently organized Mart in; sergeant at arms .
P R"s and Capers.ihe night
Club
of young intelligent ladies Diane Williams; reporters. Lisa
The Annual Banquet of the
stressed the importance of terminated with the ball being
excelling in society today. It Crutch. Dorothy Johnson ;
Prairie View Association of black identification with one held at the Kingsley Terrance
was especially designed for assistant reporter. Paula
Junior Fellows and Junior
another because as she said:' Apartment Club House. where
women advancing in education Waites; Miss Club Pantherette.
Managers was held Thursday
Blacks lack the economic and other members of our Prairie
Ethel Jackson; first runner-up.
and sports.
in the Memorial Center
political clout and cannot
The Zeta Gamma Omega
Elsie Scott ; sponsors. Dr.
Club
Pantherette
believes
in
Ballroom.
rendered
by
Ms.
Helen
afford the luxury of narsisic
Chapter of Prairie View. Texas.
Williams. Elroy Stevenson.
pride
of
lineage
of
self.
so
deep
The guest speaker was
thinking'.' Narsisism is a Coleman . Ms. Cynthia Cun- was well represented at the 47th
The members of Club
Prairie View ' s own Vice
culture that believes in looking ningham . and the Galactic Conference of the South as to scorn INJUSTICE. And in
Pantherette would like to
pride
of
lineage
so
great
as
to
President of Academic Affairs
Circle
Singing
Group.
Awards
out for 0ne·s self with no regard
Central Region which was held
acknowledge and give special
and the bulk of her message
presentation was highlighted by at Baton Rouge . Louisiana . DESPISE NO MAN .
for your brother. In closing Dr.
Club Pantherctte principles tribute to our graduating
relayed the need to build and
Thomas issued challenges to many different achievements by April 12 through 15. The
member MISS BEVERLY
support blackness. First. Dr.
8 lacks as a race to resist Jr. 1-ellows. Jr. Managers. and following Sorors attended : give each member the initiative DJ\ Y. Miss Day is surely a fine
to
pursue
a
career
that
best
fits
Thomas praised the Jr. Fellows
narsisism. build a black other special merit awards. The Ernestine Carreathers. Olivette
them. therefore; Club Panther- example of a young lady
and Jr. Managers for their
agenda. stay in touch with high banquet and program was very Higgs. Irma L. Kendrick
ette
is a special organization excelling in society today. After
leadership and recognized their
entertaining
and
successful
and
lBasileus). Pearl Martin. Pearl
ideals of rendering service to
graduating from Prairie View
with
DETERMINATION.
inner abilities that are
the masses. and to take risks by the Association of Jr. Fellows Solomon. Bernice Webster. and
J\&M University Miss Day
So
to
all
students
at
Prairie
and
Jr.
Managers
are
looking
sometimes greater than the
speaking the truth without
Marian Williams.
will
attend East Texas State
View
A&M
University.
Club
instructors that teach them.
yielding. Dr. Joi\nna Thomas is forward to many more years of
Soror Ernestine Carreathers.
She individually challenged
helping produce productive who had been appointed South Pantherette will always remain where she will be receiving her
an inspiration to us all and God
on campus like iron and DOCTORATE DEGREE in
them to be their brother's
knows we need more like her. people.
Central Commissioner by the
~eeper. Dr. Thomas also
Darrel W a Iker Supreme Basileus. Soror Bar- granite. COOL. STRONG. Sociology. To BEVERLY DAY
Musical entertainment was
and
IMPERTUJ\BLE . and TO- CONGRATULATIONS
bara K. Phillips. honored that
GETHER.
and
forever BEST WISHES. we love you.
office by serving as Facilitator
Reporters: Lisa Crutch.
for one of the National CHEERFUL.
Dorothy Johnson
1979 MEMBERS ON
Program Clinics entitled "FoCAMPUS
cus on Life-Long Learning
Through Competence:•
Beverly Day. Lady Day;
Soror Marian Williams was Chestina Martin. Tequila;
the recipient of a Honorable Debra Melrose. Black Angel;
Mention Certificate as an Charlotte Baldwin. Misty Lady;
Outstanding Graduate Adviser Ethel Jackson. Lady Chantilly;
to the Under graduate Zeta Sherry Howley. Black Coffee;
Gamma Chapter at Prairie Paula Waites. Lady Destiny ;
P. 0 . BOX 2606
View . This award
was Brenda Lewis . Earth Angel;
presented at th e A •rnual Lisa Crutch. Lady Soft Touch;
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS 77445
Awards Banquet.
Dorothy Johnson. Baby Doll;
J\ II sessions of th e Confer- Diane Williams . Mystical
ence we re beneficial and Lady: Janice Harris. Lady
A Service to The Prairie View Community for Over Forty Two Years
inspirational. Music was fur- Elegance; Rosalind Winfrey.
nished by various sorors. the Sassy Baby; Katy Martin. Lady
J\ KJ\dettes. and the Heritage Sparkle; Elona Mahoney. Lady
Singers of Baton Rouge.
Dark and Lovely; Elsie Scott.
Two dynamic speakers . tall. Tan. and Terrific; Deirdra
Soror Julia 8 . Purnell (Past Dixon. Lady Teardrop.
Without your help,
lbth Supreme Basileus) and
OFFICERS I979-I9RO
we can't afford to win.
Make check payable to:
Attorney Patricia Russell.
President. Chestina Martin;
U.S. Olympic Committee,
brought inspirational messages vice president. Debra Melrose;
Box1980-P, Cathedral Sta .
during the undergraduate and secretary. Ethel Jackson; asBoston , MA 02118
Public luncheons respectively. sistant secretary. Brenda Lewis;
Yoo, contrlbutoon is tax-deductible.
On Easter Sunday morning
the host chapter sponsored the
closing activity of the Conference with the appropriately
OUR MOTTO: "Not for Profit
impressive Alpha Kappa A{pha
Prayer Hour.
Not
Charity
On April 23 . Soror Marjan
ON U.S. i90
-Williams was honored again by
Bat
Sero1ce•
being awarded a Human
liEMPSTEAO. TE XAS
Re lations Certificate for her
contribution and dedic ed
OFFICE HOURS: Monday thru Friday 3:30-6:30 p.m.
FEATURING THE NEW SALAD BAR
services to the public school's in
Waller County by the Waller
Private Dining Area
County Teachers Association at
PHONE: (713/ 857-4925)
Will Accommodate Up to 150.
its Annual Banquet. CongraFOR BANQUETS - PARTIES - BUSINESS MEETINGS
tulations. Soror Williams!
Hempstead
Texas
OFFICE LOCATION: P. V. Alumni
oror Lonnette T. Jones
Reporter

Alpha Angel. Miss Pamela
Shields. recently participated in
a local Scholarship and Beauty
Pageant Saturday. April 14.
1979. The pageant was
sponsored by the Ancient
Egyptian Order of Nobles
Mystic Shrine of North and
South America. The pageant
consisted of eight contestants
who were evaluated on
academic performance in High
School as well as in College.
Also they were evaluated on
extent of originality. technical
ability. appropriateness of
selection of costume. performance. beauty. poise. and grace
of charm.
Miss Shields proved just how
talented she really is when she
did a beautiful and creative
interpretation to the song
"Don't Cry Out Loud'. ' Pamela
took first runner-up at the
pageant and has a chance to
compete in the Regional

Club Pantherette

Junior Fellows Hold
Annual Banquet

Alpha Kappa
Alpha News
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Deltas Sponsor
Autograph Party
Members of Prairie View
Alumnae and Eta Beta
Chapters of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority will sponsor an
autograph party for Mrs.
Dorothy R. Robinson on May
16. at 5 o'clock p.m. in the
reception area of the Hobart
Taylor Building.
In her book. The Bell Rings
At Four. Mrs. Robinson traces
her forty-one years teaching
career - as elementary teach·
er. homemaking teacher. coor·
dinator and teacher of special
education. and principal. She
examines the evolution of the
education of black children in
Texas and the impact of
Texas and the impact of desig·
regation of blacks and whites
following desegregation. and
her philosophy of teaching and
life.
A famous Delta in her own
right. Soror Robinson's book is
an inspration to educators and
laymen alike. The public is
invited to attend and chat with
Mrs. Robinson. and purchase
personal autographed copies of
this widely received book.

Capers and
Pershing Rifles
Easter eggs. a part of
celebrating the traditional
Easter. On April 10. 1979. we
sponsored an Easter egg hunt.
It was well attended by students
of the university. friends and
children. The coordination of
the hunt was mastered by
Adrian Greer. Prizes were given
away to those finding the
special eggs. Winners were:
Tammy Bennett. She won SS.00
by finding the egg marked.
"Happy Easter'.' Other Sl.00
prizes. eggs containing special
designs. were woo by Quinn
Jenkins. Brenda Houston (2).
Connie Jefferson. Tonya Simp·
son. LaWanda Ruffin. Felecia
Wesley. and Beverly Teal. W~
hope that everyone enjoyed
themselves.
We must not forget. however.
that Easter is the celebration of
the death and resurrection of
Jesus Christ. Through Christ
1·ic1w:1· has been won.
Reporter. Caper Sweetcake

..,

MISS PV CONTESTANTS (L-R) - Sherol Johnson, Michelle Taylor, Sheryl Rogers, San Quinette Williams, Bernita Williams, Lynda Williams Annette
Moore, Nikki Torian, Lynda Joseph and Carla Anderson.
'

Reflections
OfAKA
The end of school is near.
and the Sorors of AKA would
like to thank the student body
for supporting our activities
throughout the school year. We
hope final exams are successful
for all . and congratulate all
graduating seniors. you truly
deserve all you have earned.
The end of the school year
has been marked with various
banquets and awards. and our
sorors have truly been winners.
Soror Melva Falls was initiated
into Alpha Mu Gamma Honor
Society. and also received an
award for Ideal Junior
Manager in Drew Hall. Soror
Euneva Parks was also initiated
into Alpha Mu Gamma and
elected as secretary and also
received an award for Merito·
rius Service in Suarez-Collins
Hall. Soror Cathleen Goines
was initiated into Alpha Mu
Gamma and elected · as
treasurer of that Honor Society.
Soror Sarita Robison received a
Meritorious Service Award also
for Suarez-Collins Hall Soror
Nikki Torian was awarded a
Meritorious Award for Banks
Hall. Soror Beatrice Moore was
elected president of Alpha Mu
Gamma and received the
"Ideal Junior Fellow" award
for Suarez-Collins Hall.
We certainly hope to see you
back in the Fall semester. and
hope all will have a profitable
Summer. The Sorors hope to
see you at our functions for the
upcoming school year and we
assure you the best is yet to
come. God bless each and
everyone of you.
Beatrice Moore

Introducin
new
Lone Star
Ii ht.

Kappa Cane Men" Kappa Alpha Psi
Sponsors Food Drive
Take First
Those "fabulous cane men"
11

In keeping with their efforts
to achieve in every aspect of
life. the Brothers of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity set out to
help some of the citizens in the
neighboring community.
Realizing the plight of some
of the under priveledged
families. the Brothers decided
to hold a canned goods drive.
Thanks to a tremendous effort
by the brothers and partici·
pants. the drive proved to be a
great success. The proceeds
from the drive were donated
to the Hempstead Lion's Club.
The Lion's Club will dissemi·
nate the goods to the needy
familic:s in the area.
i ne brothers would like to
take this opportunity to thank
everyone who participated in
the drive with their donations.
Yo Baby!

of the Zeta Beta Chapter of
Kappa Alpha Psi showed why
they should be called that
during a recent visit to Lamar
University. The brothers com·
peted in the Lamar Greek Show
and captured first place. The
evening proved to be a Kappa
affair. as the Kappas from
Lamar took second place.
The precision cane work of
the brothers dazzled the
audience while their songs
amused them. Most of the show
was put together by Brother
Arnold Coats. who the Brothers
of the Zeta Beta Chapter would
like to thank for his expert help
and for sharing his experience.
The "cane men" will try to let
the showing at Lamar set a
precedent for them when they
compete in other shows.
Yo baby!

Beer lovers all
over Texas are
discovering the
great taste d new
Lone Star light.
Brewed from choice ingredients,
including the finest barley,
grains and hops, new Lone Star

light is less filling
and has fewer
calories like other Ught
beers; but it also has something they don't: great taste.
New Lone Star light. Take it
from Texans who know their
beer. It's the beer lover's light.
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PV Hosts SWAC Track and Field Meet
Activities Held at Oyer Stadium-Houstoo
SCHEDULE SESSION I
FIELD EVENTS
9:00
Long jump (Women)
10:00
Javelin (Women)
11:00
Hammer (Men
TRACK EVENTS
9:00
1500 meter run (Women)
9:20
1500 meter run (Men)
9:40
100 meter hurdles (Women)
10:00
110 meter hurdles (Men)
10:20
400 meter dash (Women)
10:40
400 meter dash (Men)
11:00
100 meter dash (Women)
11:20
100 meter dash (Men)
11:40
800 meter run (Women)
12:00
800 meter run (Men)
12:20
400 meter hurdles (Women)
12:40
' 400 meter hurdles (Men)
1:00
200 meter dash (Women)
1:20
200 meter dash (Men)

Trials and Finals
Trials and Finals
Trials and Finals
Semi-finals
Semi-finals
Trials, if necessary
Trials, if necessary
Trials
Trials
Trials
Trials
Trials, if necessary
Trials, if necessary
Trials, if necessary
Trials, if necessary
Trials
Trials

SESSION II
FIELD EVENTS
Trails and Finals
6:30 p.m. Javelin (Men)
Trials and Finals
6:30 p.m. Triple Jump (Men)
Trials and Finals
7:00 p.m. Shot Put (Men)
7:00 p.m. High J ump (Women)
Trials and Finals
Trials and Finals
7:45 p.m. Discus (Women)
TRACK EVENTS
6:30 p.m. Introduction of former Conference Champions
6:45 p.m. 3000 meter steeple-chase (Men)
Finals
7:00 p.m. 100 meter hurdles (Women)
Semi-finals
7:15 p.m. 110 meter hurdles (Men)
Semi-finals
7:25 p.m. 400 meter dash (Women)
Semi-finals
7:35 p.m . 400 meter dash (Men)
Semi-finals
7:45 p.m. 100 meterdash(Women)
Semi-finals
7:55 p.m. 100 meter dash (Men)
Semi-finals
8:05 p.m. 800 meter run (Women)
Semi-finals
8:15 p.m. 800meterrun(Men)
Semi-finals
8:30 p.m. 400 meter hurdles (Women)
Semi-finals
8:45 p.m. 400 meter hurdles (Men)
Semi-finals
9:00 p.m. 200 meter dash (Women)
Semi-finals
9:10 p.m. 200 meter dash (Men)
Semi-finals
9:20 p.m. 3000 meter run (Women
Finals
9:35 p.m. Spring-medley relay (Women)
Finals
9:45 p.m. SESSION END

IN EUROPE,MOREPEOPLEDRINK

STELLA
ARTOIS
THAN ANY OF THESE GREAT BEERS.
Stella Artois (Ar-twa) is part of a brewing tradition that began more than
600 years ago in the year I 366. The robust. hearty light lager taste comes from
old world brewing that patiently insists that every drop is matured
a full 63 days. Today in more than 50,000 bars and restaurants all across the
Continent. Europe·s discriminating beer drinkers ask for the great
taste of Stella Artois. Now you can. too.

More Than A Coach

Barbara Jacket
Bl' B<•1111ie Brow11

The ~omens track team
seems to adopt the fact that
winning is not everything. it's
the only thing. Everytime the
Pantherettes walk into a track
meet. they somehow manage to
run out with just about every
honor.
There's no mistake about it.
this years team has to be the
most impressive group ofladies
to ever grace the campus of
Prairie View.
Behind every success story
there is usually someone to
thank . Well this one is no
exception. The woman behind
thePantherettes is Coach Barbara Jacket. She is constantly
the Pantherettes is Coach Barbara Jacket. She is constantly
teaching her girls to strive for
everything. Perfect execution is
just as important especially in
baton hand -offs. She is
·considered by her peers to be
the greatest person to ever
coach women's track.
Year after year. Coach Jacket
always produces a winner. Her
record speaks for itself.
However. she is not at all
concerned with her credentials
and this is where she becomes
more than just a coach.
Through the year. she acts as a

Barbara Jacket
mother. big sister and an
innovation to her track team.
With her around . the girls
realize that they have someone
who cares about them as
humans and not as trophy
winners.
In the future. Coach Barbara
Jacket will receive many more
honors. but none will be more
beautiful to her than the one
she receives in having known
that she has guided some young
athlete in the right direction the winning direction.

SESSfON III
FIELD EVENTS
6:00 p.m. Pole Vault (Men)
Finals
6:00 p.m. Long Jump (Men)
Trials and Finals
6:30 p.m. Discus (Men)
Trials and Finals
6:30 p.m. High Jump (Men)
Finals
6:45 p.m. Shot Put (Women)
Trials and Finals
TRACK EVENTS (ALL EVENTS FINALS)
6:15 p.m. OPENING CEREMONIES (SWAC OFFICIALS)
6:30 p.m. 400 meter relay (Women)
6:40 p.m. 400 meter relay (Men)
6:50 p.m. 1500 meter run (Women)
7:00 p.m. 1500 meter run (Men)
7:10 p.m. 100 meter hurdles (Women)
7:20 p.m. 100 meter hurdles (Men)
7:30 p.m. 400 meter dash (Women)
7:40 p.m. 400 meter dash (Men)
7:50 p.m. 100 meter dash (Women)
8:00 p.m. 100 meter dash (Men)
8:10 p.m. 800 meter run (Women)
8:20 p.m. 800 meter run (Men)
8:30 p.m. 400 meter hurdles (Women)
8:40 p.m. 400 meter hurdles (Men)
8:50 p.m. 200 meter dash (Women)
9:00 p.m. 200 meter dash (Men)
9:10 p.m. 5000 meter run (Men)
9:30 p.m. 1600 meter relay (Women)
9:40 p.m. 1600 meter relay (Men)
9:50 p.m . AWARDING OF HONORS, AWARDS AND
CHAMPIONSHIPS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO
I
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Baseball Team
Moves to NAIA
Play-Off Game

All Sports Banquet

SPECIAL A WARDS
Dr. I. 1. Hunter Memorlals

A wards Presentation
WOMEN IASIUTIALl

By Ben nil' Brown
The Panther baseball team
dropped a tough doubleheader
to Sam Houston in Huntsville
Thursday evening. The combined losses give the Panthers
a I o-13 record in regular season
play.
Coach Tankersleys' team
could very well be undefeated
at this stage. but bad luck and
a few mistakes seem to plaque
Craig Sargent
the team. However the
Panthers won't worry much
about their losses because they
are still play-off bound.
The Panthers are assured of
a playoff spot against Jarvis
(To senior athlete with Christian College on May 4.
highest academic average for
Should they win this garr.e. they
four years)
would then face Paul Quinn in
RECIPIENT: Craig Sargent
a sudden death play-off game
(Baseball)
to decide which team would
Craig Sargent from Austin.
advance to further action in the
Texas. senior. Accounting
N.A.l.A. District 118 Play-offs.
major in the School of
Should the Panthers and
Business. he is a two year
Paul Quinn meet. you can bet a
letterman and is serving as
lot will be on the line. It won't
captain of the baseball team for
be just another game. The
this year. Craig has always
Panthers will be riding on a lot
exemplified good sportsmanof pride in th is one as they will
ship like conduct. pleasing
be seeking revenge. Paul Quinn
personality and willingness to
has not treated the Panthers
excell in whatever he undertoo favorably this year and
takes. His atrological sign is
none of Coach Tankersleys'
Taurus. He aspires to become a
team will deny that fact.
professional baseball player
"GOOD LUCK PANTHERS"
and certified public accountfinishers.
ant.
Registration is SS.00 and will
include the medallion and free
soft drinks.

IIOlf
Presented By: Cooch Robert Kinney
Melt,......._, Gary Walters
Melt Owl ■t• ... : Jon Camp
Melt Owlnt ■-... "'r.: Larry Quintero
..., 1.,....ec1, Gory Walters

President's

Houston Hikers

Youth Development
Programs Gives
Easter Egg Hunt

1111115
Presented By , Cooch J. C. Williams
.... , ....., Roderick Brown
.... DNicatN: Lafo Olaybedgi
Melt l■pro¥N: Gil Ruiz
Melt Yenltle: Erasmo Barrerea

....

Academic Award

FOOTIAU
Presented By: Coach H. Wright
Molt Y....W.: Richard Bennett
Molt ChrtstaNltia: Tracy Jones
Molt Ow111u•1 fr.: J. Zachary
Molt l ■pro,ed Def.: Alvis Prince
Molt l ■prflN Off.: Oscar Cooper

Presented By, Cooch Jesse Hurst
M e l t ~ Fr.: Sedonia Mitchel
Melt l ■pro,ed: Mary Gray

By Linda Frl'eman
The Youth Development and
Outdoor Education phase of
the Prairie View Extension
program recently held an
Easter egg hunt for the youth of
Waller. Hempstead. Brookshire. Sunnyside and Prairie
View.
/\ total of 200 youth
participated and each donated
two eggs. The YDP donated
one dozen eggs to each site for
the purpose of demonstration
and for those youth who could
not afford to bring eggs.
With the help of the arts and
crafts class of YD P. the Easter
egg hunt was a very effective
community celebration.
The Youth Development
Program is open to all youth
regardless of race. color. sex. or
national origin.
For more information. please
contact the You th Development Program office at
XS7-2027.

WOMEN TUCI

Essie Kelley
Essie Kelley a native from
Spur . Texas. is a junior
majoring in Physical Education. Kelly runs anchor leg on
the mile relay and sprint
medley relay. The year of 1978
Kelley was on the fastest mile
relay team representing the
l '. S. Kelley is ranked 9th in the
l l. S. in the XOO meters. In 1978
Kelley ran the fastest time ever
run by the L1.S. in the 800
meter. Also during the year of
I ()7X Kelley was a member of
the l 1.S. team against Russia.
Kelley competed in the 800
meter placing second and
anchored the mile relay which
finished in first place. The year
of I <>ix Kelley anchored the
sprint medley relay and mile
relay which has the fastest time
this year.

Presented By, Cooch Barbara Jacket

Evan White
Evans White : defending
champion. S. W./\.C. I :46:33;
N/\1/\ Indoor Champion and
Record Holder I :51.2; N/\1/\
Outdoor champion and record
holder I :4 7. 2: Division II
NC'/\/\ Outdoor champion and
record holder. I :47.1: /\./\.U .
1000 meter champion. 2:06;
N.C/\ . /\ . Division I Indoor
Champion. I :SI. I ; Champion
of XXO meter run LI. S. /\. vs .
Russia I :4().0: Anchorman on
PV's sprint medley 3: 16.6
Texas Relays and 1600 meter
relay champions which presently rank 2nd in the U.S ..
3:05.()<) Texas Relays; Junior
Engineering major from
Fcorse. Michigan.
Texas· boundary totals 3.816
miles.

Molt Yelueble: Essie Kelley
Molt Omtmdl119: Patricia Jackson
Molt Outstanding Fr.: Patrice Roberts
Molt hapro,ed: Debra Melrose
Molt Owh...... , Barbara Blackman
Croaa Cowtry: Essie Kelley
MEN TUCI

Presented By, Cooch Clifton Gilliard
Molt Yeluable: Evans White
Molt Owhtatcht: Evans White

Most Owlal•... Fr.: Alvin Scott
Croaa Cowtry: Johnny Myles
Molt l ■pro,ed: Joe Johnson
WEULl

Presented By, Coach J. Tankersley
Molt ,......._, Charles Hudson
Molt Owt1tu ..., Marlon Waites
Molt 0.111 • • Fr.: E. Barnwell
Moat l ■pro,ed Play•: K. Jones
Molt Yenatile: D. Williams

IASlETIAU
Presented By, Cooch Elwood Plummer
Molt ,_..., Lorry Hagan
Molt Owl>l•dillt: George Walker
Most l ■prowed: Melvin Smith
Molt Yenltle: Al Reynolds

And Backpackers
Association
On May 5 and 6 all roads
lead to New Waverly. Texas
and the Sam Houston National
Forest for the I st International
Piney Woods Hiking and
Jogging Trek. The two-day
event will include two wilderness courses of 6 and 12 miles
each which are laid out along
logging trails and roads. east of
New Waverly. Participants
may register at the Lions Club
Hall in New Waverly between·
the hours of6 :00 a.m. and 4:00
p.m . on Saturday or Sunday.
Hikers or joggers may select
either the 6 or 12 mile distance
and each finisher will receive a
handsome die cast medallion
commemorating the event.
The event will feature a
special open runners race of
I 0,000 meters which will be
started on both days at 7:00
a. m. Special trophies will be
awarded both days to the first
three men and women

MISSIN.G

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
Prairie View A&M University
Varisty Men's Sprint Medley Relay Team
Sprint Medley Relay Team New American Record

ATTENTION All STUDENTS
Under the direction of Ms.
Randi R. Knight, The
Graphic
Reproduction
Center, recently organized students for campus
photos for recruiting brochures. Ms. Knight posed
students with extremely
valuable graphic books
which have not been returned.
If any of the
students who posed still
have the books, please
contact Ms. Knight im·
mediately at EXT. 2020.
I cannot emphasize how
important they are to the
center.

3:14.3

Distance

Split

THEODORE DAVIS

200M

20.6

CHARLES PETTIS

200M

JOE JOHNSON
EVANS WHITE

400M

21.7
45.7
145.7

(..___s_.w._._A_.c_._P_~_~_R_O_F_T_H_E_w_E_E_K_ _,)

800M

c. __

s_.w._.A_._c_.P_IA_~_E_R_O_F_T_H_E_w_E_E_K
_ __,

.

.---------------------------PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
FINAL EXAMINATION · SCHEDULE, SECOND SEMESTER, 1978-79
1

MONDAY, MAY 7
English 123 Classes Examination will be given from 7 :30 a.m. to 9 :30 a.m.
FOR CLASSES BEGINNING AT:
EXAMINATION WILL BE GIVEN FROM:
7 :30 MWF
9 :30 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m.
11:30 MWF
12:00 noon to 2:00 p.m.
4:30 MWF
2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, MAY 8
·

English 223 Classes Examination will be given from 7 :30 a.m. to 9 :30 a.m.
FOR CLASSES BEGINNING AT:
EXAMINATION WILL BE GIVEN FROM:
8 :30 MWF
9 :30 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m.
10 :30 TTh
12 :00 noon to 2 :00 p.m.
3 :30 MWF
2 :80 p.m. to 4 :30 p.m.
Chemistry 124 Classes Examination will be given from 3 :30 p.m. to 5 :30 p.tn.

WEDNESDAY, MAY _10
English 113 Classes Examination will be given from 7 :30 a.m. to 9 :30 a.m.
FOR CLASSES BEGINNING AT:
EXAMINATION WILL BE GIVEN FROM:
9 :00 TTh
9 :30 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m.
1 :80 MWF
12:00 noon to 2:00 p.m.
9 :30 MWF
2 :30 p.m. to 4 :30 p.m.
12 :00 TTh
5 :00 p.m. to 7 :00 p.m.
Chemistry 114 Classes Examination will be given from 3 :30 p.m. to 5 :30 p.m.
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THURSDAY, MAY 10
English 213 Classes Examination will be given from 7 :30 a.m. to 9 :30 a.m.
FOR CLASSES BEGINNING AT:
EXAMINATION WILL BE GIVEN FROM:
1 :30 'fTh
9 :30 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m.
7:30 'fTh
12:00 noon to 2:00 p.m.
3 :00 TTh
2 :30 p.m. to 4 :30 p.m.
2 :30 MWF
5 :00 p.m. to 7 :00 p.m.

FRIDAY, MAY 11
FOR CLASSES BEGINNING AT:
EXAMINATION WILL BE GIVEN FROM:
10 :30 MWF
7 :30 a.m. to 9 :30 a.m.
12:30 MWF
10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
4:30 TTh
12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
FRESHMAN STUDIES MATHEMATICS: May 7, 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. - Math 173 and 5:00
p.m. to 7 :00 p.m. - Math 123 and 183; May 8, 5 :00 p.m. to 7 :00 p.m. - Math 113. ALL
MATH EXAMINATIONS WILL BE GIVEN IN THE OLD MUSIC BUILDING.
ALL NROTC and AROTC Examinations will be scheduled by the Professor of NROTC and
AROTC during the week of May 1-4.
ALL PHYSICAL EDUCATION PRACTICE CLASSES Examinations will be scheduled by the
CHAIRMAN of that Department during the week of May 1-4.

SATURDAY, MAY 12
Examinations for Graduate Classes will be given at the Regular Class Meeting.
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE, CURRENT RECORDS' SECTION I
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